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Freight trains, passenger trains, and super-speed trainsâ€”they're all here in this colorful collection,

filled with easy-to-read facts and realistic pictures, just right for young train lovers.
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Very neat little book for the buck. Great pictures, which appeals to my 2 yr old now, as well as

informative text that will keep him interested as he gets older. A definate plus for the library of a little

train lover.

My 5-year-old son loves trains and this book has been his favorite library book since he was 3. It is

very informative, yet easy to understand for preschoolers through first-graders. I was so happy to

find it on .com so that we can add it to his personal library!

This is a really cute book. My nephew (4 yrs. old) loves listening to me read it to him and looking at

the pictures. As a teacher, having a child really interested in something is just the first step to get

them to read. I would say that if you have a child who loves trains (like my nephew), then you should

really look into getting this book ..... and others like it! :)



My son is almost 6 and has loved trains since he could talk. This book is great for kids like him

because it's a more grown up kids book and it goes into more details about parts of the train and

what every thing does but it's not so hard and complicated that they can't enjoy it.

My toddler boy is nuts about trains and he likes this book pretty well, although he can't quite

understand everything it says. The illustrations are rather good and the information generally is very

useful. We'd buy it again.

For me this book is a 3-4, but my son would give it a 5! he likes it and has me read it over and over

to him! Very nice illustrations of trains from around the world. There's one of the BART which he

recognized right away. I think I see Boston's T as well. There are a bunch of illustrations of single

train cars, with out the train itself. In my opinion it would have been better to show more whole

trains.

If your kids love trains this book is a must in your library! I grew up with this book, and it was always

one of my favorites. My children already love trains, so this is obviously a popular one! Not may

words, mostly pictures, but informative on different types of trains and train cars at an elementary

level.

This book is OK. Not much of a story and the pictures are all right. We have lots of train books and

honestly, this one is rather forgettable. I think this would be a good gift to accompany a better

birthday present for a child. As a stand alone it is not that memorable. It is also small so combine

that with the boring pictures, and it makes it difficult for my son to really like.
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